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with this excellent biography roger launius thirty five
years old has established himself as the foremost historian of the
RLDS church there are other RLDS historians who are better
known in the community of mormon historians for example
official church historian richard howard temple school presi-
dent paul edwards and longtime gracelandgravelandGraceland professor of church
history alma blair but launius twenty or more years younger
than each of these veteran church historians already has the most
impressive array of publications on the history of the restoration
movement of anyone in therldstheRLDS church

launiussLauniuss reputation was tarnished at first by his involvement
as coeditor with F mark mckiemanKiemanmckeemanMc of a flawed publication of
an early latter day saint history the book of john whitmer
but since then he has published four useful books zion s camp
expedition to missouri 1834218341 the kirtland temple A historical
narrative3 invisible saints A history of black americans in the
reorganized church 4 and the book under review here with the
last two books especially it is clear that he is currently the premier
RLDS historian

joseph smith 111IIIlii is a significant rewriting of launiussLauniuss
1982 dissertation louisiana state university he appears to have
read all of the available primary sources and the most important
secondary sources for understanding the life of joseph smith III111ili
1832 1914 the first president of the reorganized church he is

also familiar with the secular history of the period and relates it to
the story where appropriate he gives the reader good analyses
of both secular and ecclesiastical politics the endnotes are
exhaustive the work is well organized and the writing is very
readable

the first five chapters discuss young josephs early years in
nauvoo his rejection of brigham youngs leadership and his slow
drift toward acceptance of his call to lead the reorganization
the bulk of the book chapters 6136 13 deals with his leadership of the
church during his nearly fifty five years as its prophet and presi-
dent from 6 april 1860 until his death on 10 december 1914

it is a sympathetic biography while the critical reader might
wonder if the prophet always tried to do what was right and just xi
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launius nevertheless has written a very professional account
of smiths life it is clearly not faithful history the author does
not portray joseph III111ili as a prophet merely doing what god told
him to do building on alma blairsbeairs moderate mormonscormonsMormons essay
in the restoration movement5Movementmovements5 and on clare vlahos moderation

in the of smith III111 1166as a theological principle thought joseph
launius sees joseph 111IIIililii as a pragmatic prophet a man of
action conditioned by history and responding to events in light
of his background and temperament he tried to be faithful to
his fathers vision as he understood it but he moderated the
rough edges of mormonism and brought it closer to orthodox
protestantism 5

joseph tried to have good relations with the non mormon
community on the one hand and vindicate the honor of his father
on the other that was not an easy task since his father was not
exactly revered in the non mormon community but non
mormonscormons frequently praised young josephs rejection of polyg-
amy and his moderate religious stance not a dreamer or visionary
like his father young joseph was a man who by temperament
sought the middle of the road

his rejection of utah mormonism was natural in light of his
mothers hostility to brigham young and polygamy he rebuffed
the entreaties made by utahans to join the brighamitesBrighamites he also
rebuffed the attempts of other factions to enlist him in their cause
including the reorganization when they sent a couple of represen-
tatives to try to win him over he reduced one of the elders to tears
when he said firmly gentlemen I1 will talk with you on politics or
on any other subject but on religion I1 will not allow one word
spoken in my house 103 resolving that he would not join any
movement unless he felt divine guidance to do so he gradually
became convinced that he should accept the reorganizations call
for him to assume the presidency when he appeared at the amboy
illinois conference of the church on 6 april 1860 to accept the call
he stated 1I have come in obedience to a power not my own and
I1 shall be dictated by the power that sent me 117

the church that young joseph assumed leadership over had
not developed a clear theological position beyond its rejections of
polygamy and the conviction that the president of the church should
be a lineal descendant ofjoseph smith jr the churchschurche position on
mormon doctrines and practices such as the plurality of gods
priesthood eligibility for blacks baptism for the dead and other
temple rituals was not settled gradually a middle of the road
position between utah mormonism and orthodox protestantism
emerged the plurality of gods was rejected despite some support
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for it by some early reorganization leaders baptism for the dead
was left in limbo in the absence of a temple A revelation produced
by joseph in 1865 called for the ordination of blacks launius
points out that joseph was an antislavery republican in the 1850s
and remained faithful to that party throughout his life the book
of mormon and later revelations through the prophet were
accepted but the book of abraham did not attain canonical status
in the reorganization

while reorganitesreorganizes were united in their opposition to polyg-
amy they were not of one mind regarding the martyrs involvement
in it launius notes that high church leaders the ones most
knowledgeable about nauvoo knew that young josephs father
had practiced polygamy but joseph believed his father a good man
and also that a good man would not practice polygamy he had to
deny it As the older leaders who knew better died off young joseph
became more vigorous in his denials of his fathers involvement
gradually the church committed itself to this historical coverupcoverup

joseph had studied law in two law offices during the mid
1850s while he returned to farming rather than practice law the
author does not explain why his legal training appears to have
produced in him a legalistic approach to church leadership and
doctrine correct doctrine was what is contained in the scriptures
which he treated as law books

launius notes that the RLDS church was a movement of
dissenters 140 its early members were mormonsmonnonsmormans who chose not
to follow the main body of saints west this reviewer questions the
references to the main body who went to utah as simply one of the
factions ofofmormonismmormonism after the martyrdom 77 101 191 364

368.368 As smith gradually centralized power in the movement by
gaining control of the church press of the general conferences and
of the appointment of top officers by way of his revelations it is
not surprising that some opposition came from some of the earliest
leaders of the reorganization the greatest internal crisis came in
the late 1870s and 1880s when two apostles jason briggs and
zenos gurley jr opposed certain church doctrines as well as the
centralization of power in smiths hands the latter made it
difficult for them to be heard on their doctrinal views incidentally
briggs could be considered the founder of the reorganization his
claim of a revelatory experience in 1851 brought the new organi-
zation as it was first called into being he became the first
president of the quorum of apostles in 1853 90 seven years
before smith accepted the office of president he was in effect the
founder and first head of the reorganization even though he was
never its presidentprophetpresident prophet
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in an excellent chapter on this internal crisis launius again
builds on earlier work by alma blair and clare vlahos7 and pro-
duces an excellent account of the doctrinal and political struggle
that culminated in the removal of the two men from the twelve in
1885 and their withdrawal from the church entirely one year later

the church grew at a reasonable rate membership approxi
mately doubled each decade up to 23951 by 1890 the last figure
the author gives

while the book focuses mostly on josephs relationship to the
church launius does not neglect smiths family within a very few
years of josephs acceptance of the presidency of the church all
of his immediate family had joined the church except stepfather
lewis bidamon whose creed was 1I believe in one god who has
neither partners nor clerks 61

joseph smith 111IIIill had three wives and seventeen children
including three sons who became the next three presidents of the
RLDS church frederick israel and william wallace reorgan-
ized members hasten to note that joseph had one wife at a time and
that the first two wives preceded him in death scandal was not
averted entirely however when first wife emmeline died in 1869
housekeeper bertha madison stayed on to help with family chores
gossip circulated it only gradually died out when joseph married
bertha madison five and one half months after emmelinesEmmelines death
joseph was 62 when bertha died in 1896 when he met ada clarkdarkoark
29 in toronto tongues wagged when they married three months
later joseph managed to sire three sons by ada when he was 66666868
and 75 years old respectively

in the final chapter launius discusses how joseph addressed
the question of who would succeed him he was high on the
flamboyant R C evans of toronto whom he called into the first
presidency but he wanted his eldest son frederick to succeed
him at first fred M did not show a lot of interest finally joseph
brought his son into the first presidency and it was not long before
a revelation indicated that fred M was to succeed his father evans
gradually defected from the church and published why I1 left the
latter day saint church in 1918

in the epilogue launius relates joseph III111ili to max webers
three types of leadership the legal traditional and the charismatic
or prophetic the charismatic founders of a movement are usually
succeeded by charismaticnoncharismaticnon leaders who lead more in the legal or
traditional mode this seems to be necessary if the movement is to
survive joseph smith 111IIIlillii fits this analysis launius doesntdoesnt discuss
brigham young but the same conclusion would likely hold with
him as well the question I1 have is whether it is then legitimate to
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call a charismaticnoncharismaticnon leader like joseph smith 111IIIill a prophet I1 found
little in the life of this moderate pragmatist which suggests that he
was a prophet in either the old testament sense or in the weberian
theory smith was a pragmatic church administrator who happened
to be called a prophet by his followers his administrative position
was strengthened by the fact that when he felt strongly enough
about an issue he could promulgate his policy preference or his
choice of personnel for high callings in the church in the form of a
revelation with such authority he was certain to carry the day
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